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Comments on Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1373

Dr. Dale Lancaster

NuclearConsultants.com

dale@NuclearConsultants.com

Congratulations to the NRC for completing a Reg Guide on Fresh and Spent Fuel 

Pool Criticality Analysis.  When this effort began there was considerable variations 

in application methods and regulator uncertainty.  Through this period numerous 

non-conservatisms were found by the regulator and the diligence of the NRC has 

paid off in significant improvements.  I will point out that there is significant safety 

margin in the 10CFR50.68 due to ignoring soluble boron during normal operation 

in PWR spent fuel pools, assuming optimum moderation in dry storage, and 

ignoring burnup beyond peak reactivity in BWRs.  I believe these margins were 

tacitly used in the past but the NRC is correct in stopping this practice.

Specific comments are provided for 3 of the exceptions given in Section C.1:

Section C.1.b

Historically Dominion has identified regulatory margin and margin reserved for 

future changes.  Item b of the exceptions mentions “maintain(ing) any excess 

safety margins being used to justify assumptions or simplifications.” Please clarify 

item b such that identification of regulatory margin is sufficient for maintaining 

any excess safety margins being used to justify assumptions or simplifications and 

that a licensee can still reserve margin for its own use (i.e., future changes).

Section C.1.e

This exception is excellent but there may still be some confusion on definitions.  

NEI-12-16 Section 4.2.3 says, “it covers all uncertainties associated with depletion, 

such as uncertainty in computation of the isotopic inventory by the depletion 

code, uncertainty in cross-sections (both actinides and fission products), etc.”  

Historically, the NRC has interpreted depletion uncertainty to only cover the 

uncertainty in isotopic content.  The industry position is it includes the 

uncertainty in cross sections.  It is good news that the NRC and industry appear to 



agree now that much more data has been provided to the NRC.  The historically 

used 1.5% of the worth of fission products and actinides will no longer be needed.  

If this understanding is correct, no changes to Section C.1.e are needed.

Section C.1.k

Item k states, the “NRC does not endorse other interpretations of the phrase 

“burnup averaged,” such as averaging across the whole burnup range for a given 

fuel assembly.”  The average over the whole burnup range has been implemented

successfully in two recent license applications.  In the response to an NRC 

question on use of a burnup averaged soluble boron for Indian Point Unit 2 

(ML19157A309 from June 6, 2019), a significant number of calculations were 

performed that showed that using the average soluble boron over the entire 

burnup range of interest produced the same reactive fuel as if a boron letdown 

curve were used.  Figure 1.2 from that RAI response is provided here.

Figure 1.2:  Region 2 calculated k using a letdown curve or the average ppm



In the SER for Indian Point Unit 2 given in September 2019 (ML19209C966) the 

NRC said,

The licensee's analysis cites the above-mentioned paper by J. C. Wagner to 

justify its use of a constant soluble boron concentration rather than a time-

dependent soluble boron letdown curve for its depletion calculations. 

However, the licensee is not using the constant soluble boron concentration 

in a manner consistent with the reference. Instead, the licensee is using a 

fuel assembly's lifetime burnup averaged soluble boron. Based on similar 

concerns discussed in Section 3.4.3.3.4 above, the NRC staff requested the 

licensee to justify the use of a constant average soluble boron concentration 

in its depletion calculation in order to address any potential non-

conservatisms. In its June 6, 2019, letter, the licensee responded to the NRC 

staff's RAI (RAI 1) regarding its use of a fuel assembly's lifetime burnup 

averaged soluble boron. The licensee explicitly addressed legacy fuel, and 

where necessary, determined the margin between fuel assembly actual 

burnup and the minimum burnup requirements. The NRC staff finds the

licensee's use of a fuel assembly's lifetime.burnup averaged soluble boron 

acceptable for its legacy fuel. For current and future cycles, the licensee 

confirmed that the cycle average soluble boron will be less than the fuel 

assembly's lifetime burnup averaged soluble boron that was assumed in the 

application. Since the fuel assembly's lifetime burnup averaged soluble 

boron (assumed in the application) exceeds the cycle average soluble boron 

of every cycle the fuel assembly has experienced, the use of the fuel 

assembly's lifetime burnup averaged soluble boron is considered acceptable 

by the NRC staff.

It is understood that the NRC acceptance for the Indian Point Unit 2 application is 

not a generic approval for all future applications but the method of the analysis 

done for Indian Point would apply to all PWRs.

Millstone 3 recently addressed the same issue on burnup averaged soluble boron 

(ML19092A332, March 27, 2019 plus revision ML19135A067, May 7, 2019).  The 

NRC response in the SER (ML19126A000, May 28, 2019) was:



“The use of multi-cycle averages or fuel assembly lifetime soluble boron

average could be non-conservative, especially if the higher soluble boron 

cycle occurred just prior to the fuel being placed in the SFP. This possibility 

has not been sufficiently vetted for the practice to be considered generally 

acceptable.”

The Millstone 3 approach to solving the issue included redoing the Wagner 

analysis to confirm the understanding of the paper.  Once the Wagner paper was 

confirmed, they showed how it does not apply when using a burnup averaged 

boron.  This was done by analysis at the three most limiting burnups.  They found 

the maximum non-conservatism using the Wagner defined cycles to be 23 pcm.  

This effort was followed by analysis of a limiting Millstone three cycles out to 60 

GWd/T including the effect of burnable absorbers.  For this case, the most limiting 

analysis point showed a maximum non-conservatism of 43 pcm.  This Millstone 3 

analysis was done using CASMO-5.  To confirm that these CASMO-5 results apply 

to KENO, confirmation runs were made that showed a 37 pcm non-conservatism.

The Millstone 3 RAI response only analyzed 4 burnup points that were 

determined to be the most limiting.  The Indian Point analysis covered 44 

burnups.  The Indian Point analysis used Monte Carlo runs where each run had a 

one sigma uncertainty of 12 pcm.  Indian Point analysis had one point (38 GWd/T 

burnup) with a 21 pcm non-conservatism but this is less than 2 sigma of non-

conservatism so it could not establish any non-conservatism.  Further, Dominion 

analysis of that same burnup point showed an 18 pcm non-conservatism which is 

well within the uncertainty.

In review of the analysis, it may be possible for some non-conservatism when

assuming a burnup averaged soluble boron but it is small and comparable to 

normal uncertainties in the Monte Carlo analysis.  Typical criticality analysis allows 

1000 pcm for regulatory discretion, so the possible tens of pcm from this effect 

should be contained in this regulatory discretion.

If a short cycle occurs at a power plant (which has happed many times), if burnup 

averaging of the soluble boron is not allowed, the assemblies in the core at the 

time would not be allowed to credit burnup and would be required to be stored in 

Region 1.  A remedy would be to establish a burnup adder for short cycles.  This 



can be done but adding this complexity for a complete core of assemblies is 

undesirable.  If burnup averaged soluble boron is used, the number of assemblies 

that do not meet the soluble boron requirements will be few.

It is recommended to remove exception k to NEI-12-16.  
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